If in Mr. Russell's paper* we take the standard forms- the last of which alone contains 7, and may therefore be omitted for the present purpose. Combining the remaining equations, it wdl be found that 
Combining these, it will be found not only that, as in the case of the quartic, 3cy«.
d\ -,® ; but also that 4^ . 5d-3fiX . 5 e + 3 \2 /= 8 a /t5, from which both /3 and v have simultaneously disappeared. Hence we have for the elimination of « ,\ , /t, the four equations
20 dp?-156\yu, -ffrom which, it is easy to derive the two final conditions- It would perhaps be difficult to obtain the results for the general case by the present method; but if the question be regarded from a different point of view, we can. see not only how many conditions will exist in general, but also what will be their form ; and, moreover, we can actually obtain them in any particular case#
The problem is in fact identical with that of finding the conditions under which an equation of the degree 2n can be solved by means of an equation of the degree n. To answer this, we have merely to substitute in the equation
* ® w * for x, and equate to zero the coefficients of the odd powers This will give n equations, from which we can of course eliminate w in n 1 ways; and the results of the eliminations will consequently be the conditions sought, n -1 in number (a, b, c, d , e,/)(w , 1)5=0.
Whence, eliminating w between the first and second of these, we obtain-., A  (a, b, c, d) (b, 0, (a , b , c, d, e,f) In order to bring this to tbe same form as tbe condition found by tbe other method, we have only to write, for (2), tbe following, viz., 3(2)-10&3(1) = 0, which gives 3a4 / -15a36e-f 20a?b2d-8&°=0, cis licforG.
It is unnecessary to pursue tbe subject further, as tbe method is perfectly general and obvious in its application. 
